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ment is not the result of individual agitation or the 
simple pursuit of an illusion, neither does it constitute 
a question of prestige: it is the Hungarian nation's 
healthy instinct of selfpreservation which arrived at 
the recognition that the Trianon frontiers are unable 
to safeguard either the continuation of Hungary's 
existence as an independant State, or the possibility 
of life of the Hungarian nation which is defenceless in 
the face of conquering aims of the Little Entente 
States. The necessity of a territorial reorganisation 
and of a reparation of the injustice committed at 
Trianon has an ever growing number of champions 
abroad. This is not a manifestation of sympathy 
towards the Hungarian nation, and does not arise from 
sentimental motives, but results from the clear re
cognition of the obvious fact that a just revision is 
the essential condition of a re-establishment of the 
fatally disturbed equilibrium of power in the Danubian 
Basin.

H O W
CZ E  CJ1 O - S L O V A  K I A

DISSONANCE AT THE RAKOCZI 
FESTIVAL OF KASSA

April 8th was the 200 years anniversary, when 
Ferenc Rakoczi II,, last prince of Transsilvania, died 
in exile, at the Turkish village Rodosto. Rakoczi who 
as the ally of Lewis XIV. of France fought against 
the house of Habsburg, in the years 1703— 1711 for 
the political and religious freedom of Hungary, is a 
legendary figure of Hungarian history. The nation will 
never forget that, instead of peacefully enjoying his 
immense fortune, he —  sticking to his patriotic ideals 
— rather chose to eat the bitter bread of exile. In 
1906 his body was conveyed home by the grateful 
nation, and burried in the old gothic Cathedral of 
Kassa, (to day called Kosice, alter having been annexed 
by the treaty of Trianon, to Czechoslovakia). The 200 
years anniversary of Rakoczi's death was celebrated not 
only by the population of actual Hungary, but also by 
the Hungarian inhabitants of the territories taken away 
from this country who undertook a spiritual pilgrimage 
to the sarcophagus of the hero. Great commemorations 
were held at the old town of Kassa, as well as in other 
districts of Eastern Slovakia, as it was just this ter
ritory which witnessed the greatest part of the life and 
struggle of this great Hungarian hero in the wars of 
Independence. Several leaders of the National Christ
ian-Socialist Party, among others also the Slovak 
Joan Dobranszky, placed a wreath on the old house 
at the village Borsi, where Rakoczi was born. The 
inhabitants of Sub Carpathia, withouth difference of 
their race, made a pilgrimage by many thousands, 
to the monument of Rakoczi at Tiszabecs. One of 
Rakoczis old flags was carried, by Rumanians from 
Apsa, in the procession proceding from Tiszabecs to 
the monument. At the monument Rakoczi's merits were 
emphasised by the Uniate priest Drohobeczky in the 
Ruthenian language, while the orator Turda Nucu 
spoke in Rumanian. Germans from the region of Me- 
cenzef, in costumes of the days of Rakoczi, mounted 
the guard of honour beside the sarcophagus at Kassa. 
From all this it is evident, that not only Hungarians, 
but also the Ruthenian, Slovak, German and Ruman

This opinion has been expressed lately among 
other papers by "La Presse” and the "Economist", 
(London) as well ab sy the ,,Politiken", an organ con
sidered to express the ideas of the Danish Foreign 
Secretary Munch, on the occasion of the Copenhague 
Conference of the three Scandinavian Foreign Secre
taries on April 2nd. This is also at the bottom of the 
statement made at Prague by Anthony Eden, who said 
that "there is no nation which can build up its develop
ment on the ruins of another nation”. We have no 
intention of disturbing the Little Entente States in 
their propaganda full of mendacious and intentional 
reports about the untimely death of the revisionist 
movement: however we cannot understand why they 
protest with such vehemence against the extension of 
the rights of re-armament to Hungary, Austria and 
Bulgaria, i. e. against the revision of the peace 
treaties, not even in regard to territorial dispositions, 
but merely relating to military restrictions.

ian populations cordially took part at the commemorat
ion this being the best proof of how strongly the 
common memories of Hungarian history unite the in
habitants of the Slovak and Routhenian regions which 
were taken away from Hungary.

Unfortunately the commemorations could not be 
terminated without a slight blur, disturbing the majesty 
of it. After the commemorative funeral mass, celebrated 
at the Cathedral of Kassa, several Germans of Mecen- 
zef were arrested and kept for hours in prison, by 
the Czech police, under the pretext that they wished 
to make a demonstration in their traditional costumes.

PROSECUTION OF „AUTONOMISTS“  
IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Mr. Geza Sziillo, whose name is well known 
abroad as one of the Hungarian Members of the 
Czechoslovak Parliament and a leading personage of 
the Senators Club of Prague, in one of his recent Par
liamentary speeches referred to the discriminations 
committed by the Czech administrative authorities 
against the Christian Socialist Party. This pary con
sists mainly of Hungarian members but, in addition to 
these, a great number of Germans, Ruthenians and 
even Rumanians from all over Slovakia and Sub-Car
pathian Ruthenia have joined it. The latter fact is the 
best proof to the effect that the traditional fraternal 
feeling is still existing between the various races 
living on the territories taken away by the peace 
treaty from Hungary and it shows also plainly that 
all these oppressed peoples have faith in the party 
which is fighting for the autonomy of Slovakia and 
Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia,

Mr. Sziillo in his interpellation pointed ont among 
other things that the Czech country police —  or gend- 
armery as they are called in those parts — appears 
at he homes of the party members immediately after a 
party meeting has been organised by some of its pro
vincial branches. The attendants of the meeting are 
summoned to the gendarmery where a report is drawn 
up of the events. All this is done in spite of these 
meetings being always called in accordance with the 
existing regulations and in spite of the fact that even 
the Chief Administrative Authority of the province of
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Slovakia himself, in his decree No. 57.000/1934, of 
December 14., 1934 has stated that these meetings 
were being held in perfect correspondance with the 
proceedings officially prescribed for them and that 
there was no need of notifying the authorities in ad
vance of such reunions.

The subscribers to the Slovak paper ,,Vola Lidu" 
which is the official paper of the Christian Socialist 
Party, are continually watched by the gendarmery who 
very often and without any lawful authorisation what
ever, even confiscate that paper. In the districts of 
Privigye and Garamberzence the gendarmes seized 
such editions of the "Vola Lidu” against which not 
even the Czechoslovak censorship had any objection. 
A similar case happened in the district of Ipolysag and 
at the town of Losoncz where calendars, printed in 
the Hungarian language and previusly passed by the 
Czechaslovak censor were confiscated by the gend
armery.

THE LEADING PAPER OF 
THE AUTONOMOUS SLOVAK 

PEOPLE’S PARTY AGAIN 
THREATENED W ITH  AN  

INTERDICTION
The National Office of Pozsony announced on the 

end of March, the liability of interdiction of the lead
ing paper of the Slovak Catholic Autonomous Party, 
the „Slovak", under the leadership of Andrew Hlinka. 
The publisher had appealed against the decree, but it 
is improbable, that the Minister should give way to this 
appeal. The liability of interdiction is usually succeeded 
by the suppression of the paper concerned. During the 
period from Feb. 21st to March 10th, the public pro
secutor’s office confiscated the ,,Slovak" no less than 
five times, and the tribunal referring to this fact, de
clared the liability of interdiction. During the period 
from March 10th till the end of March, the paper was 
confiscated six times again, in consequence of an 
article by Andrew Hlinka, in which he took decididly 
position against the Czech Sokolista (reserve-iforce, 
organised under the pretext of sporting associations). 
The National Office of Ungvar decreed almost simul- 
tanously the liability of interdiction of the Ruthenian 
autonomous paper called ,,Karpaturuskij Golos”, which 
was immediately afterwards suspended for three 
monthes.

B U  31 A N  I A

REVENUE DERIVED FROM 
MINORITY CONCERNS BY 

„NUMERUS VALACHICUS44 LEADERS
Alexander Vaida, former Prime Minister, Dr. 

Emile Hatiegan, former Minister of Labour and Mi
nister for Transylvania, and Viorel Tilea, former State 
Secretary at the Prime Minister's Office, the three 
outstanding leaders of the "Numerus Valachicus” mo
vement draw the following revenue from minority and 
foreign concerns, i. e. "alien" enterprises, of which they 
are board members: I. A lex a n d er  V aida  was 1. a 
member of the board of the Banca Maromorosch & Co, 
which paid in 1929, the last year of prosperity, a 
bonus of 200.000 lei, to every member of the board, 
besides representation and other fees totalling 300.000 
lei. 2. He is chairman of the board of the Romana 
Americana Oil Co. One of the most important Euro
pean enterprises of the Rockefeller concern. This com

pany paid in the years between 1928 and 1930 every 
board member a bonus of 300.000 lei. 3, He was a 
member of the board of the Dermata Leather Works, 
Inc., at Kolozsvar; he renounced this position when 
he became Prime Minister. —  II. E m ile H atiegan  
draws an income of at least one million lei from the 
following minority and foreign enterprises: 1. Agri
cultural Bank, Kolozsvar; 2. Furniture Manufactures, 
Kolozsvar; 3. Municipal Brickworks, Kolozsvar; 4. Der
mata Leather Works, Kolozsvar; 5. Iris China Factory, 
Kolozsvar; 6. Kalotaszeg Forest Exploiting Company, 
Kolozsvar; 7. Borszek Bath and Health Resort Ltd. 
Borsz6k; 8. "Energia" Electricity Works, Bucharest; 
9. "Turul” Shoe Manufactures, Temesvar; 10. Laszlo 
& Turk (Ady Stocking Factory) Kolozsvar; 11. the 
firm Edmund Szasz, Kolozsvar. —  III. V io re l T ilea , 
barely 40, is so far member of the boards of the fol
lowing minority and foreign enterprises: 1. He is chair
man and General manager of the Comertul Lemnului;
2. member of the board of the Agricultural Bank;
3. he was elected member of the board of the "Astra" 
Machine Works, Arad, a week after the proclamation 
of the "Numerus Valachicus”; he is a member of the 
board of the "Set" export and import firm. (Taken 
trom A ra d i K o z lo n y , Vol. L., No. 79, April 6, 1935.)

A  „NUMERUS CLAUSUS44 IN SPORTS
The board of the Rumanian Football Association 

has decreed that in future "a proportion of 8 :3  in 
the representative teams of the country, should be 
observed i, e. that there should be a maximum of 
3 members belonging to the ethnic minorities to 8 born 
Rumanians". It is the first time that such a thing is 
publicly and officially announced; it actually means 
that a minority football player is a second-rate citizen 
even if he is a first-rate sportsman. (B rassoi L apok , 
Vol. XIL, No. 78, April 4, 1935.)

This num erus clausus  begins to make its injurious 
effects felt even in the field of international sport. The 
Swedish Football Association recently invited the 
Roumanian Assotiation to sent a representative team 
to play against the Swedish representative team at 
Stockholm on 1st September. The Roumanian Foot
ball Assotiation has accepted the invitation in prin
ciple; but whether Roumania will start or not de-1 
pends on how the new team, which has been "puri
fied" of part of its minority players, will acquit it
self at the Balkan Olympiad.

MEASURES TAKEN IN 
THE ADMINISTRATION BILL 

AGAINST THE ETHNIC MINORITIES
Early this month the Rumanian Government intro

duced in Parliament an administration bill which since 
1925 is the twelfth amendement of this kind. Se
nator Elemer Gyarfas, in a speech held in the Ru
manian Senate, pointed at a stipulation of the bill, 
according to which the use of a minority language is 
n ot o n ly  a ltog eth er  fo rb id d en  at their co u n c il-sess ion s  
but " th e  to lera tion  o f  a language o th er than R um anian"  
figu res am ong the cau ses on w hich th ese cou n cils  m ay  
be disbanded . According to another measure, only 
persons who can read and write Rumanian can be 
elected members of communal councils. It is also un
fair that o n ly  the c lerg ym en  o f the n ational C hurches  
(i. e. the Greek Orthodox and the Greek Catholic or 
Uniate Churches) should become communal council 
members by virtute of their office, and that in towns 
other than the seat of a county the prefect shold 
choose the representative of the clergy to the council. 
(E rd ely i L apok , Vol. IV., No. 80, April 7, 1935.)
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EVEN THE RUMANIAN SUPREME 
COURT OF JUSTICE HAS DISAP

PROVED OF THE ^ANALYSIS 
OF FAMILY NAM ES"

Sentence No. 12 of the Permanent International 
Court at the Hague laid down the principle that only 
parents are authoritized to establish the racial 
origin of their children who have reached the age in 
which they are obliged to attend school. The au
thorities have no right to revise or alter the declaration 
of the parents. We believe that this principle should 
be generally applied to the ethnic minorities, because, 
if persons who profess to be members of any minority, 
or who speak a minority language, are not recognized 
members of the respective minority, the assertion of 
minority rights is altogether impossible.

The States of the Little Entente have, ever since 
the outset of their new rule and by the most different 
ways and means, prevented a considerable part of the 
citizens belonging to a racial minority from availing 
themselves of the rights due to the minority to which 
they profess to belong. One of their methods is the so- 
called "analysis of names” by which persons with 
names sounding Slav, Rumanian or German, but who 
nevertheless profess to be Hungarians and very often 
do not speak any other language, are not recognized 
as such, and may not avail themselves of the minority 
rights to which they are entitled.

Many decrees of the Rumanian Minister of 
Education apply this method.

Thus Decree No. 98.405— 1926 authorizes the 
school authorities of the State to decide the language 
and race of the children, on the basis that "declarat
ions of the parents are not decisive because abuses 
may occur." Decree No. 33.866— 192 forbids private 
schools (by which denominational schools are meant) 
to accept pupils whose language is other than that 
used for instruction in the school. Decree No. 
127.973— 1927 reserves the right to decide about 
the race of pupils to organs of the State. The 
parents are thus deprived of their most natural right 
to profess freely their own ethnic origin and in this 
way the right to choose freely a school for their child
ren becomes altogether fictitious. There have been so 
many abuses connected with the analysis of names, 
especially in the Szekely region, that the Hungarian 
Party of Rumania was obliged to address on May 25, 
1930, a petition to the League of Nations.

The minority committee appointed to examine this 
petition drew up its report on September 14, 1931; 
according to this report there was no need to submit 
the complaint to the Council. The committee was 
evidently under the impression that article 35 of the 
Private Instruction Law of 1925, (according to which 
all pupils whose language is identical with the lan
guage of instruction of the school, may be admitted to 
denominational schools) was actually applied, and not 
Article 8 of the Elementary Instruction Law of 1924, 
according to which "Rumanian citizens who have 
forgotten their own language shall send their children 
only to Rumanian public or private schools”. The 
committee was wrong in its assumption, because in 
Rumania, contrary to the principle according to which 
more recent regulations supersede older ones, regu
lations issued at an earlier date are applied regard
less of Article 35 of the Private Instruction Law.

The Bucharest Supreme Court just recently con
demned the method of analysing names. According 
to Article 19 of the Elementary Instruction Law, pro
mulgated on July 26, 1924, parents may send their 
children to any public school, if they notify the board

of the State school between September 1 and Septem
ber 10. Gabriel Borcsa, teacher at the Csiksomlyo high 
school, duly notified the school board in question of 
his intention to send his daughter to the Roman Ca
tholic elementary school of Csikszereda, a public 
school recognized as such by Decree No. 878— 1933 of 
the Minister of Education, The headmaster of the ele
mentary State school of Csiksomlyo, however, dis
regarded the notification, maintaining that the child 
cannot attend the school of another town. The father 
reported the matter to the superintendent of schools 
at Csikszereda; the latter decreed by Decision No. 
3181— 1933 that the child is of Rumanian descent and 
therefore shall not attend the denominational school 
chosen by the father. Thereupon Borcsa appealed to 
the Minister of Education, proving with documents that 
he is of non-Rumanian descent. The Minister of 
Education rejected the appeal by his decree No. 168.848 
— 1933. As Borcsa for his part refused to send his 
daughter to the State school, he was repeatedly fined 
for omission to send his child to school; as he did not 
pay, his salary as a teacher was attached and his 
movable property was sequestrated. Borcsa took the 
matter into court, declaring that the action of the 
Minister of Education amounted to a violation of righs 
contained in the Elementary Instruction Law of 1924 
and the Private Instruction Law of 1925. The Court of 
Appeal of Marosvasarhely decided in favour of Borcsa; 
a subsequent appeal of the Minister of Education was 
rejected by the Supreme Court which even compelled 
the latter to pay the costs.

This decision is very important because the highest 
court of the country established therein that the Mi
nister of Education is violating the law of the country 
by preventing parents from sending their children to 
the schools they select for them and by assuming the 
part of an arbitrator in ethnic questions.

No practical results may, however, be expected as 
regards the abolition of the system of analysis of 
names. The parents cannot be excepted in each case to 
follow the example of Borcsa and to sue the authori
ties. As a matter of fact, it needed two years to have 
this one particular case finally settled. The petition 
addressed to the League of Nations having been of 
no avail, only one solution seems possible: an idea 
recently supported by the Hungarian Senator Gyarfas 
in a speech at Nagyvarad, according to which a na
tional register of all inhabitants of Rumania should 
be prepared under due international control.

INTELLECTUAL COOPERATION
Ladislas Mecs, Premonstrant Canon, the great 

poet of Hungarians in Czechoslovakia, lectured 
recently abroad. He had en equally great success 
in Berlin, where he recited his poems at the 
University as in Paris, where he spoke under the 
auspices of Cardinal Verdier at the Sorbonne. In the 
course of his tour he visited also several Hungarian 
towns in Transsylvania. The police authorities of 
N a g y k a ro ly  however, under the pretext that his do
cuments were not in order, forbade him to appear at 
the party in his honour. The evening destined to the 
recital of Mr. Mecs's poems was expectel with great 
interest not only by the Hungarian population of the 
town, but also by those of the distant environs who 
came up from the country in order to be present at 
the Mecs party. When the assembled public was told 
that police authorities had forbidden Mr. Mecs’s 
appearance, they moved towards the house of the 
Piarists — where Mr. Mecs was staying —  and wanted 
to see and hear him. Andrew Komlossy, a Piarist 
professor, quieted the crowd by informing them that 
Mr, Mecs could not appear until the police had not
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countermanded the first disposition. Meantime the 
committee tried to intervene repeatedly with the police 
authorities but all in vain. Mr. M6cs was not allowed 
to appear. As a result of all this, the Hungarian soiree 
had to be held without the co-operation of Mr. Mecs. 
Nevertheless he was present at the performance. When 
the public noticed him seated in one of the boxes, 
they applauded him with a spontaneous and enthu
siastic ovation. In the next moment policemen appeared 
and led Mr. Mecs away. He was not even permitted 
to assist as a spectator at the party wich had been 
arranged in his honour.

FURTHER LINGUISTIC 
EXAMINATIONS IN RUMANIA
This time it is the turn of minority doctors and 

public health officers. According to a decree of the 
Minister for Public Health, district medical officers, 
hospital surgeons and physicians, and employees of 
hospitals must submit to linguistic examination early 
in April. (B rassoi L apok , issue of March 27.)

LATEST HUNGARIAN GRIEVANCES 
REGARDING POSTAL DELIVERY

The President of the Hungarian National Party 
in Rumania, cou nt G eo rg e  B eth len , filed on March 
30st a complaint addressed to the General Post and 
Telegraph Office in Bucarest, in which he expounds the 
grievances submitted by Hungarians living in Trans- 
sylvania regarding postal delivery, Count Bethlen 
pointed out, how postal authorities refuse the delivery 
of such consignements sent by post, on which besid es  
the compulsory official Rumanian, the address was 
written also in Hungarian. It has even happened that 
a single Hungarian word contained in the address 
(such as 'urnak" =  Mr. or Esq.) was sufficient to 
prevent delivery.

Y U G O S L A V I A

DISCRIMINATION IN THE SCHOOLS
According to the Yugoslav-Roumanian school con

vention of March 10, 1933, teachers shall be invited

from the other signatory country and mutually 
appointed to Rumanian sohools in Yugoslavia and to 
Yugoslav —  i. e. Serb — schools in Rumania respec
tively, (that is to say in the Banat region belonging 
formerly to Hungary), in sace of there not being avai
lable in the country itself, a sufficient number of 
teachers speaking perfectly the corresponding minority 
language. Two years after the conclusion of this con
vention, that is just recently, seven Serb teachers were 
sent from Yugoslavia to the Serb section of the 
Rumanian high school at Temesvar, whereas Rumanian 
teachers are expected to come to teach in the Ruma
nian section of the Serb high school at Versec. As 
many as 60 Rumanian teachers will shortly be 
appointed to the Rumanian sections of elementary 
State schools in the Banat; furthermore the creation of 
a new school for the training of Rumanian teachers is 
contemplated at Versec.

The convention thus grants the respective 
minorities of the two countries exceptionally 
favourable treatment which exceeds by far the mi
nority rights contained in the international treaties 
signed by these States. One could not object if the 
rights thus granted to the Rumanian minority of Yugo
slavia and to the Serb minority of Rumania were also 
extended to the far more numerous Plungarian mino
rities of these countries.

The international minority treaties concluded 
after the war actually grant minimum rights to 
racial minorities; their extension by acts of legis
lation or international conventions ought to be 
welcomed. Bilateral minority treaties, however, have 
the disadvantage of granting the minorities of the 
contracting States mutual rights in which the other 
minorities of the respectice States do not share. This 
method abolishes the principle of equal rights which 
forms the basis of the international minority treaties 
concluded after the war and it creates a marked 
difference between the treatment of privileged and of 
opressed minorities. An absurd situation is created 
in this way in which the very fact of the conclusion 
of a bilateral convention amounts to a violation of the 
minority treaties concluded between the Allied and 
Associated Powers.

T H E A T R E  • L I T E R A T U R E  • A R T

HUNGARIAN LYRICS
by

Louis Ady
The development of Hungarian literature —  like 

that of constitutional, economic, and cultural life —  does 
not present an unbroken graphic line. The part assumed 
by the Hungarians in the middle of the 15th century 
in obstructing Turkish expansion towards the West, 
not only demanded huge losses of lives and of 
economic energies, but also seriously handicapped cul
tural progress. Although aggression on the part of the 
Turks ceased in the first quarter of the 18th century, 
the nation was so exhausted in the previous continual 
struggle that it took about a century to recover.

When, at last, the nation was once more able to 
work, it had to face a colossal task: it had to do all 
that remained undone during several centuries in the 
field of constitutional, economic, and cultural life. This 
feverish effort was successful in every respect, but 
nowhere to an extent as in the field of literature. 
A single century achieved results in this respect which 
were undoubtedly appreciable.

The efforts of those hundred years achieved 
remarkable results in every branch of literature. It goes 
without saying that the literary achievements, expe-


